INTRODUCTION
The plastic deformation of a typical crystal is accomplished through the motion of dislocations. At moderate temperature the dominant form of dislocation motion is planar glide, which is impelled by the local value of the resolved shear stress and opposed by the resistance of the microstructure. The dominant impediment to glide is often due to local microstructural features such as small precipitates, "forest" dislocations, or solute atoms which act as local barriers to dislocation motion. (l) vlhen these are spread diffusely through the lattice they may often be regarded as point barriers in an approximately random distribution.
Under suitable idealizations the problem of thermally activated dislocation glide through a field of point barriers can be simulated on a computer for direct solution. (Z-4 ) In previous papers( 4 -6 ) we have discussed how statistical analysis and computer simulation may be combined to yield an essentially complete solution for the velocity of dislo~ation glide as a function of the applied stress, the temperature, and the nature of the barriers. By adding an assumption on the distribution of mobile dislocations, the results may be extended to model deformation of a single crystal which is assumed to deform through simultaneous glide of non-interacting dislocations on adjacent slip planes.
In Reference 4 we reported preliminary results of a simulation of the deformation of a simple crystal at constant strain rate. The results were interesting in that the crystal not only showed the anticipated trend of flow stress with temperature but also exhibited a characteristic shift in the morphology of deformation with temperature: low temperature ..;.2-deformation concentrated on well-defined slip planes which became less pronounced as the temperature was raised.
To continue exploration of this behavior we simulated the plastic deformation of an ideal crystal made up of a stacking of slip planes containing randomly dispersed obstacles having roughly the properties expected of small dispersion or precipitate particles. Each slip plane was assumed to contain active sources of dislocations leading to a constant density of non-interacting dislocations in the plane. We then modeled deformation as a function of temperature and applied stress, determining the strain rate and the morphological characteristics of slip. The results are reported below. We first review the basic equations governing thermally activated glide and describe the simulation procedure.
II. BASIC EQUATIONS
The assumptions and basic equations governing thermally activated glide of a simple dislocation through a field of randomly-distributed point barriers were developed in detail in Reference 5. They may be summarized . .as follows:
Consider a crystal plane which is the glide plane of a dislocation.
Let it contain a random distribution of microstructural barriers which are represented(]) as point obstacles to dislocation glide. The array is described by the statement that its points are random1y distributed and by a characteristic length 
Let the dislocation be pressed against a configuration of point To phrase a particular case for the present study we chose an obstacle strength a = 0.6, which theoretical work by Bacon, Kocks, and c Scattergood(S) suggests will approximate the effective strength of an "impenetrable" particle in the glide plane. The force-displacement relation, a(x/d), for such a particle depends on details of the interaction; for simplicity we choose an interaction of simple step form:
If configuration i is mechanically stable it must be passed by thermal activation. We ignore the possibility of thermally activated bow-out between obstacles and require that activation occur at a particular obstacle. . th The energetic barrier to thermal activation at the k obstacle on i is (4) where a is the dimensionless reciprocal temperature
The residence time of the ~islocation in configuration i is the time · required for thermal activation past at least one obstacle point in i.
The expected value of the residence time is(S) (6) * where t is dimensionless time vt, v is the mean frequency with which the dislocation attempts an obstacle (assumed constant), and Ai is the activatioq parameter
where the summation is taken over the Ni obstacles on i. The probability that activation will occur first at obstacle k on i is n(k,i) (8) In thermally activated glide the dislocation encounters a sequence of obstacle configurations as it moves through the array ( Figure 2 ).
These define the "glide path" (x) of the dislocation. To compute the glide velocity, we assume that the glide is controlled by thermal activation in the sense that the time required for glide between successive stable configurations along x is negligible compared to the time required for thermal activation past these configurations. If there are r stable configurations along a particular path x through the array then the expected transit time of a dislocation along x is
Given that the dislocation may take any one of many available glide paths through the array the expected transit time is
where ~ is the probability that the path x is followed in a given trial. at which the angle ~. takes on its minimt.nn value (or equivalently, at ~ k * which 8i takes on its maximum value, 8i). In the limit T ~ 0 the velocity is given by the Arrhenius equation
where el is the minimum of the ei, i.e., the maximum force on the most * stable configuration encountered during glide. In the limit T ~ ~ the glidE' path becomes a "random" path (xR) Given a satisfactory analysis for planes of randomly distributed obstacles one may treat the plastic deformation qf an idealized crystal modeled as a stacking of planes of the same type. The m6del requires an additional assumption on the distribution of dislocations over the glide planes. The simplest assumption, which we shall make in the following, is that each glide plane contains active sources of noninteracting dislocations so that the expected number of dislocations is the same for all planes and all times during steady state deformation.
In earlier work ( 5 ) we termed this a "tmiform" distribution of dislocations.
Given a crystal made up of S parallel glide planes containing a uniform distribution of dislocations the steady state strain rate may be written in the dimensionless form
where p is the expected number of dislocations intersecting a dimension-"'* less area perpendicular to the glide planes and v is the average of the expected glide velocity for the individual planes in the crystal:
* th with <v 1 > the expected value for the glide velocity of the 1 plane.
If the individual glide planes contain a finite number of obstacles, then there may be appreciable scatter in the expected glide velocity from one plane to another. This will be reflected in an inhomogeneity of the crystal deformation, which will tend to concentrate on those planes * over which glide is easiest (<v > is largest). As we shall show below, this plane-to-plane variation in glide velocity becomes less pronounced * * as the temperature (T ) is increased or as the stress (T ) is decreased.
Hence crystal deformation becomes more uniform as stress is lowered at constant temperature or as temperature is raised at .constant stress.
III. SIMULATION PROCEDURES
In the work reported here we studied the behavior of a crystal made it, and uses the assigned value of the thermal parameter, a, to compute the mean residence time according to equation (6) . It then calls a random number and chooses an activation site according to the probability assignment given in equation (8) . The chosen point is passed, and the code then initiates a new search to establish the next stable configuration. In this way a statistically chosen glide path is generated and a transit time is computed according to equation (9) . By allowing several sequential passages the ergodic average of the transit time is The glide velocities for the individual planes vary over a range which increases as the temperature is lowered or the stress is raised.
The source of this scatter is straight-forward, and may be easily seen from the expression for the glide velocity in the low temperature limit:
When the reciprocal temperature a is large the velocity is quite sensitive to small plane-to-plane variations in the value of a 1 , the maximum force exerted on the most stable configuration encountered in glide along the minimum angle path. We illustrated that variation in
Reference .~· In a finite array the variation is significant, and tends * to increase with the stress -r • As temperature is raised the properties of the most stable configuration become less dominant. In the high temperature limit the glide velocity is determined by an average over 
